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I've been in Akaroa iust two minutes
but already I'm loving it. It's the
sign in the general store that does

it: "Due to previous commitments
we are unable to participate in the
current recession." Yeah, bring it on!
After checking into Akaroa Village
Inn, with its awesome wraparound
water views, I decide to do a 1itt1e

recession bustin' of my own. Funky
fashionista boutique. Qa Bouge, is
the kind ofplace you want to pack up
and take home with you. I snare a
necklace the same shade as the water

- perfect for zhoozhing up my usual
travel uniform ofT-shirt and jeans.

Take that, credit crunch!
Next stop - coffee. We

drink lattes by the bowlful
and scoffchocolate
brownies. Rammedwith
caffeine and chocolate,
we cruise down the main
drag, Rue Lavaud. Akaroa
oozes French provincial
chic, thanks to the settlers
who landed in i84o. I
spy French and NZ flags
fluttering together like
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soul mates, and this is surely the
only place in the country you can
greet people with a breezy "Bonjour"
without feeling ridiculous.

Tour de Akaroa
Akaroa may be cute, but it sure is
petite - it's only a r5-minute walk from
one end to the other, so I'm itching to
get out and explore. Feeling fabulously
Ga11ic, we hire bikes - not the racing
variety, push-bikes with no gears and
back-peddle brakes - and cycle to
Onuku, an historic Maori village. We
pass braying donkeys, peacock-blue
water and drowsy walnut trees. We

could be in Provence,
but this is better - it's
right in our backyard!
It's a cellulite-busting
cycle back uphill to
Akaroa, rdrere I leel
justified in devouring
the world's best beefpie
at L Hotel, a harbourside
bistro cum bar.
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octane. P6tanque is out ofthe question
so we hire mopeds instead - 5occ
worth of grunt. It's some brute, but
soon I have the hang ofit and am
spluttering down the road sounding
like a blocked drain, but feeling like
Audrey Hepburnin Roman Holiday.
After a bum-numbing ride we head
to Harbour Seventy One, which
specialises in freshly-caught local
fish and does a gobsmackingly good
groper and mango salsa.

The next day, after munching on a

croissant, I invigorate my out-ofwhack
muscles at Lumiere Spa. Ali too soon
it's time to return to Christchurch. Au
revoir Akaroa, I'11 definitely be back.
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